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THE COMMANDER HUNG, IN HEEDLESSNESS, FREES THE SPIRITS
CAPTAIN LU KILLS THE BULLY OF KUANGSI WITH HIS FISTS
LU THE PRIEST MAKES A MIGHTY TURMOIL ON THE FIVE CRESTED MOUNTAIN
THE NINE DRAGONED SHIH CHIN TURNS ROBBER IN THE FOREST OF RED PINES
THE TATTOOED PRIEST,
AND HOW HE PULLED UP THE WEEPING WILLOW
LING CH'UNG IS BRANDED AND SENT INTO EXILE
THE EAGER VANGUARD STRUGGLES FOR GLORY IN THE NORTHERN CAPITAL
THE REDHEADED DEVIL SLEEPS DRUNKEN IN THE TEMPLE
WU YUNG EXHORTS THE BROTHERS
THE THREE JUAN BROTHERS JOIN THE ROBBER BAND
KUNG SUNG SHENG FULFILLS THE PROPHECY OF THE SEVEN STARS
THE BEAUTIFUL BEARDED TRAPS THE WINGED TIGER BY GUILE
LING CH’UNG KILLS A COMRADE IN THE ROBBERS’ LAIR
SUNG CHIANG IN HIS WRATH KILLS P'O HSI
CHU T'UNG ALLOWS SUNG CHIANG TO GO FREE
WU SUNG MEETS CHANG CH'ING AT THE CROSS ROADS RIDGE
WU SUNG WALKS BY NIGHT ON CENTIPEDE HILL
THE FIRE IN THE THUNDER CLAP
HUA YUNG SHOOTS A WILD GOOSE WITH HIS ARROW
THE TEN FOOT GREEN SNAKE CAPTURES WANG THE DWARF TIGER
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THE BLACK WHIRLWIND FIGHTS WITH WHITE STRIPE IN THE WAVES
LI K'UEI SWINGS HIS BROADAXES
SUNG CHIANG SEES THE GODDESS OF THE NINTH HEAVEN
YANG HSIUNG MEETS SHIH HSIU UPON A MARKET STREET
THE TEN FOOT GREEN SNAKE AND WANG
WU YUNG BEGUILES THE JADE CH'I LIN
SUNG CHIANG AND HIS FIGHTING MEN ATTACK TA MING FU
Kuan Sheng Seeks a Way to Seize the Robbers' Lair
SUNG CHIANG SETS FREE THE WARRIOR OF THE TWO SPEARS
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